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Abstract: Background: The WHO framework on integrated people-centred health services promotes a focus on the needs of people and their communities to empower them to have a more active role in their own health. It has advocated five strategies including: Engaging and empowering people and communities; co-ordinating services within and across sectors; and, creating an enabling environment. Any implementation of these strategies needs to occur at individual, community, and health service levels. Useful steps to reorganising health service provision are already being guided by existing models of care linked to increased adoption and use of digital technologies with examples including: Wagner’s Chronic Care Model (CCM); Valentijn’s Rainbow Model of Integrated Care (RMIC); and Phanareth’s et al.’s Epital Care Model (ECM). However, what about individuals and the communities they live in? How will strategies be implemented to address known inequities in: the social determinants of health; access to, and use of digital technologies, and individual textual, technical, and health literacies? Proposal of a matrix framework: This paper argues that people with complex and chronic conditions (PwCCC) living in communities that are at risk of being under-served or marginalised in health service provision require particular attention. It articulates a step-by-step process to identify these individuals and co-produce mechanisms to engage, empower and ultimately emancipate these individuals to become activated in living with their conditions and in their interactions with the health system and community. This step-by-step process focuses on key issues related to the design and role of digital services in mitigating the effects of the health service inequity and avoiding the creation of an e-health divide amongst users when advocating digital behaviour change initiatives. This paper presents a matrix framework providing a scaffold across three inter-related levels of the individual; the provider, and the health and care system. The matrix framework supports examination of and reflection on the design and role of digital technologies in conjunction with pre-existing motivational instruments. This matrix framework is illustrated with examples from practice. Conclusion: It is anticipated that the matrix framework will evolve and can be used to map and reflect on approaches and practices aiming to enrich and stimulate co-production activities supported by digital technology focused on enhancing people-centred health services for the marginalised.
Keywords: complex chronic conditions; health informatics; engaged; empowered; emancipated

1. Introduction

Many of those promoting the role of health informatics for enhancing individual and social health outcomes recognise the importance of engaging ‘end-users’ for supporting improved design, adoption, and impact of health information systems, applications, and services [1]. Similarly, advocates for more integrated care increasingly promote programs and activities that educate and engage patients and their carers as ‘co-creators’ to improve health outcomes [2]. Involving ‘end-users’ however, especially when patients, continues to prove difficult to implement in practice. For those people living with complex and chronic conditions (PwCCCs) this situation is especially challenging. As ‘end-users’ these individuals usually require prolonged and heterogeneous interactions with multiple parts of the health care system that frequently impose treatment regimes that many find challenging and that impose a “burden of treatment” [3]. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the challenges faced by PwCCCs has led to numerous theories, models and practices to try to ‘engage’ these ‘end-users’ and to support them to more effectively self-manage including through the use of digital services [4,5]. Importantly, many of the advocated approaches have had success in engaging many PwCCCs to become more activated in their own health and to deliver positive benefits in terms of life-style and health outcome measures over time.

Significantly however, it has been noted that amongst the population of PwCCCs, there are many individuals whose personal and social circumstances have contributed to them being marginalised and/or excluded from many types of ‘end-user’ engagement initiatives [6]. From a health informatics perspective, this has often led to their needs and requirements not being meaningfully incorporated into technology supported chronic disease management initiatives. This is a major concern as frequently these individuals are amongst the most socially disadvantaged in society and they tend to experience poorer health outcomes and cost more per capita from their interactions with the health care system than ‘average patients’ [7]. More worrying, is the insight that many implicit assumptions about patients, their needs and values embedded within the design of many digital services are unintentionally contributing to a widening of the gap between ordinary and disadvantaged patients and a reinforcement of existing health and e-health inequalities [8].

In this context, this paper aims to contribute to design matrix framework for digital applications, tools and techniques that will contribute to enhanced integrated health care for PwCCCs including consideration of traditionally under-served or marginalised individuals and communities. The framework is structured in a matrix providing a scaffold across three inter-related levels of the individual; the provider; and, the health and care system. The matrix framework supports examination of and reflection on the design and role of digital technologies in conjunction with pre-existing motivational instruments. Drawing on multi-disciplinary practices and experiences from the disciplines of medicine, computer science and the social sciences this paper illustrates how disadvantaged and/or traditionally marginalised individuals can participate in and co-produce their own transitions from being excluded to becoming engaged, empowered and emancipated (4E) in relation to their own health. The approach specifically targets processes and activities that first identify and then subsequently support disadvantaged PwCCCs more active participation in transitioning towards enhanced involvement in their own health. It is anticipated that this framework will also have benefits for the health system and for the design and delivery of more equitable digital health behaviour change initiatives. More broadly, it is anticipated that the framework as presented in the 4E matrix will both serve as a template for design and a checklist and tool for planning evaluations of digital services supporting PwCCCs. Similar to the technology readiness levels [9], the 4E matrix provides an approach for mapping the readiness of users and assists service designers and service providers to
understand at which steps in the transition from excluded to emancipated the target groups' needs are supported and the role digital services play.

The next section introduces the concepts of exclusion, engagement, empowerment, and emancipation that are central to the framework structured in the 4E matrix for the co-production of digital health behaviour change interventions.

2. From Excluded to Engaged

In order to identify and support disadvantaged PwCCCs to transition towards enhanced involvement in their own health, one needs to understand, who the excluded are and where to find them.

“If one is truly to succeed in leading a person to a specific place, one must first and foremost take care to find him where he is and begin there” [10].

The disadvantaged, disengaged, and disconnected (DDDs) [11] tend to be individuals who have few formal qualifications and limited education, they also tend not to enrol or be recruited into initiatives developing new models of health service delivery. Following Tudor Hart’s ‘Inverse Care Law’ these DDDs are often individuals living in communities of high need and conventionally have poorer health outcomes than the average from their interactions with the health care system [12]. While the category DDDs is a deliberately provocative and extreme archetype of health consumers’ sub-optimal interactions with the health care system, it is useful for conceptualising how disadvantage and exclusion may interact with health and e-health initiatives in contemporary society. Amongst those PwCCCs are a wide variety of different types of ‘users’. Some are already active and empowered in their own health, some have yet to be engaged but have personal and social circumstances conducive to engagement, while many other individuals have personal and social circumstances that have contributed to them being consistently marginalised, and/or excluded from many types of health and e-health ‘end-user’ engagement initiatives. This continuum of causes and underlying resources must be understood. Transitioning from exclusion to engagement must ensure any individual potentialities are recognised, capitalised on, and realised in co-production processes. This may mean changing contexts and opportunities, including expanding social networks and/or relieving the burden of treatment [3].

“... all true helping begins with a humbling. The helper must first humble himself under the person he wants to help and thereby understand that to help is not to dominate but to serve, that to help is not to be the most dominating but the most patient, that to help is a willingness for the time being to put up with being in the wrong and not understanding what the other understands” [10].

Drawing on Kierkegaard, engagement can be viewed as a ‘formal promise’ made between individuals or groups to communicate and interact (Online Etymology Dictionary). In the health care domain engagement usually denotes commitment to open and balanced communication between actors. The processes of engagement are, by their very nature, a co-production between two or more actors that, when successful, involve mutual rights and responsibilities. According to Kierkegaard the ‘helper’ and the ‘recipient of help’ are engaged in a mutual ‘formal promise’ of improving the state of things. It is, therefore, inappropriate (and even unjust) to approach health behaviour change as either solely the patient’s or the health professional’s responsibility, rather the approach must be reciprocal and formalized in interactions supported by all participants.

Identifying new ways to pro-actively include and meaningfully interact with traditionally marginalised or under-served PwCCCs is difficult and complex. It also requires critical reflection on how inclusive contemporary approaches are that claim to support integrated people-centred digital health behaviour change for PwCCCs [13–15]. Finding new ways of thinking about, identifying and initiating interaction with marginalised PwCCCs involves recognising that some of these individuals may not even be in regular contact with caregivers or health professionals. Approaches must endeavour
to find these individuals in their own locations and communities, particularly those individuals with few resources and/or weak social and community networks [16,17]. To move these individuals beyond their health and social conditions being experienced merely as the burden of disease [18] it is necessary to explore the use of persuasive techniques [19–21], of ‘nudging’ [22,23] and of interactive gaming tools [24,25]. Simultaneously with the deployment of these approaches, there is a need to consider and respond to the extent to which low levels of textual, technical, and health literacy act as barriers to inclusion and to the establishment of interactions that build trust and motivation amongst these individuals and communities [26–29].

Of course, the idea of improving systems and technologies by responding to user resistance or rejection is not new. There is considerable evidence within technology studies and information systems research on how engaging with user resistance to technology has benefits for improving these systems over time [30,31]. Across technology supported design, implementation, and evaluation, co-creation points to ways of opening up the possibility of new dialogues between patients, health professionals and health informaticians to explore key dimensions of the challenges faced. For marginalised PwCCCs involvement in digital health behaviour change initiatives must recognise that challenges include:

(i) Finding effective triggers to stimulate social inclusion and initial user engagement and participation in e-health interventions [32];
(ii) Identifying new modes of communication that address information stickiness, health and digital health literacy and aid user interest in sustained behavioural change [33]; and
(iii) Implementing persuasive user experiences that enhance adoption and sustained use of interventions over time and facilitate transitions from exclusion to engagement through to empowerment and emancipation for marginalized PwCCCs [19,20].

3. From Engaged to Empowered

As discussed above, approaches advocating engagement and empowerment of patients (and/or their carers) to participate directly in their own care as a means of improving disease treatment, management and education has been a central theme in the health informatics literature for more than a decade [34]. Experiences from the USA, Australia, and Northern and Southern Europe have reported benefits from involving people with chronic diseases by educating and supporting them to self-manage their conditions using elements of Wagner’s chronic care model (CCM) [18,35,36]. More broadly, recognition of the need to generate approaches that involve patients and enable them to better understand and participate in the management of their acute and chronic conditions has been well documented in the health care literature since the 1960s [37,38].

Underpinning this advocacy are assumptions that ‘patients’ are both capable and willing to take on these new roles and responsibilities and, that being more actively involved will be positive in terms of quality of care and health outcomes [39]. However, it is also known that differentials in health and e-health literacy influence the range and depth of benefits that accrue to participants in digital health behaviour change initiatives. This suggests that there is a need for a more nuanced understanding of empowerment in relation to health and digital health initiatives. In this regard, a new understanding of health-related empowerment is proposed that draws on a Delphi research process amongst participants in the European Innovation Partnership for active and healthy aging [40]. This description states that:

“Empowered individuals are able to and motivated for taking action(s) in daily life to the extent that they wish to do so, to improve their health and well-being. A necessary prerequisite is that they are health literate, i.e., have the knowledge and competencies to manage their health and well-being, they are self-aware and can choose to be involved in the co-management of their health, and able to adjust their health-related behaviour if meaningful for them.

Health-related empowerment interventions aim to equip individuals and their caregivers whenever appropriate with the capacity to collaborate in decisions related to the condition to the extent that
they wish and are able to do so; to enable co-management of the condition; through mutual agreement between the individuals and their formal and informal caregivers; and to develop the individuals confidence and coping skills, enabling them to manage the physical, emotional and social impacts of their condition that affects their everyday life.

Empowering interventions foster the development of health literacy among staff and the people that they serve.” [40].

This new understanding of health related empowerment describes both the relation to formal and informal caregivers and the role of health literacy. It addresses the three inter-related levels of individuals, providers, and the health system thereby supporting enhanced understanding both of how empowering activities can be developed and provides an understanding of in which areas digital tools and services can support individuals. It may also contribute to new approaches to supplement the existing ways to assess empowerment [41].

For designing and planning initiatives, self-determination theory [42], the self-concordance model [43], and trans-theoretical models of behaviour change [44] have all provided fertile ground for a large body of published research on both health and e-health interventions aimed at supporting self-management and positive lifestyle changes amongst a diverse range of users [4,5]. Recently, digitalization of Zoffman’s Guided Self-determination Model (GSD) has also opened up additional ways to develop individual empowerment by simultaneously addressing health literacy, motivation, self-awareness, and the development of coping skills and strategies [45,46].

4. From Empowered to Emancipated

When PwCCCs have become empowered and are able to actively engage with digital health behaviour change initiatives, opportunities for reflection on their situation, actions, and outcomes may be stimulated. Simultaneously there are opportunities at the provider and health system levels for clinicians and health informatics specialists to reflect on the nature and limits to their on-going roles and interventions. The transition to being emancipated in this context is inspired by the German sociologist and philosopher Jürgen Habermas coining of the term in his early works from the 1960s [47].

For Habermas, emancipation is about how, as individuals, we may use reflection about our own and other’s situations and practices to improve our actual conditions. This transition from empowered to emancipated highlights the extent to which we are all capable of reflecting independently on our social, cultural, and individual situations. However, it also acknowledges that this capacity is likely to lead to outcomes that will be drastically different across individuals and groups because actions based on reflection are themselves contingent on individual and community contexts, circumstances and resources [48].

As discussed in the previous sections on the nature of transitions from exclusion to engagement, and engagement to empowerment, it should not be assumed that any effects will be homogenous. This is not about a ‘one-size fits all’ approach to digital health behaviour change, rather it is about co-production to achieve awareness and activation in terms negotiated with, and for PwCCCs. In this sense, reflections made by marginalized PwCCCs may not automatically lead to positive changes in their life conditions, behaviours, or health outcomes. Rather, it is anticipated that the tools and techniques deployed as part of the empowerment activation process may gradually contribute a kind of awareness and attention towards their potential to change. This awareness and attention may, in the end, build the kinds of determination and resilience that is required to transition from the actual constraining and oppressing societal and institutional procedures and regulations the marginalized face to move towards engagement, empowerment, and emancipation.

The activities and tools that contribute to this type of emancipation focus on supporting self-reflection especially within and between the individual and provider levels of the matrix framework. The aim being to ensure co-production of processes that directly support freedom to act and navigate [49–51].
5. Readiness for Transitioning

The transitions described above from excluded to engaged, on through empowerment to emancipation can be viewed as a stepwise model of readiness for health transitions that must be considered by any design or intervention advocating a role for technology in supporting PwCCCs.

Figure 1 illustrates how PwCCCs may be differentiated in relation to resources, knowledge, skills, attitudes and in their capacity to be activated along the trajectory of health transitions. This figure highlights an important distinction at the boundary between excluded and engaged that illustrates how individuals that already have an established diagnosis and regular interactions with health professionals are ‘in’ the system. The processes for identifying and including traditionally excluded, marginalized or under-served individuals must, therefore, be an integral part of design considerations for any digital health behaviour change initiative, otherwise the “DDDs” are automatically made invisible [52]. Once individuals have transitioned to the engaged state, it is evident that differentials in individual levels of knowledge, competences and skills continue and these directly contribute to how effectively benefits accrue in their efforts to become more involved in their own care and in their efforts to transition to become empowered and/or emancipated as self-managers.

Figure 1. Locating People Living with CCCs in the trajectory of health transitions.

Participants in the engaged phase are usually encouraged to adhere to and comply with service delivery models. They also often tend to exhibit relatively low levels of self-efficacy for self-management. At this basic level of engagement individuals tend to be highly reliant on the service delivery and may exhibit limited personal resources, knowledge of their own condition and/or awareness of how and why the health care system works in the way it does. In order to transition through this engagement phase and move towards the empowered phase, participants need to become activated. They need to be supported with tools and methods to enhance their position in relation to the system, social networks and their personal health conditions. This involves co-production and/or adaption of processes, tools, and techniques that enhance social inclusion. It also means the development of social structures in relation to formal and informal caregivers and/or mechanisms to enhance individuals’ capacity to achieve higher levels of health and e-health literacy. As participants become more engaged and increase their capacities and capabilities the opportunity for personal change and transformation of attitude and behaviour in managing their CCCs in collaboration with their health and care providers is advanced towards empowerment. Transitioning from empowerment to the emancipation phase involves self-reflection and in-depth knowledge of one’s own health condition, high levels of health and e-health
literacy, and a detailed understanding of the “how’s” and “why’s” of the system. True emancipation can only occur through communication where there is a genuinely balanced dialogue such that the system can ‘step back’ in order for the citizen to realize their own level of emancipation as a PwCCC.

**Co-Production of Digital Health Behaviour Change Services: The 4E Matrix Framework**

This section of the paper presents the matrix framework for enhancing the co-production of digital health behaviour change services by targeting marginalised PwCCCs.

Based on the arguments presented in this paper, there are at least three key areas that the designers of digital health behavior change interventions need to address in order to ensure inclusion and activation of marginalized PwCCCs. The first area relates to ‘presumptions about patient commitment’. If PwCCCs choose not to enrol in, or are not recruited into, initiatives developing new models of health service delivery what happens? Does their non-participation go unnoticed or unrecorded? Are they deliberately excluded because they fall into the ‘too hard’ basket within system constraints? When methods, tools and techniques do not fit with, (or fail to respond directly to), what motivates and drives the habits and behaviours of these marginalised individuals in their everyday lives, and/or the factors that shape their social relations and contexts—Are we really surprised about their willingness, interest or commitment to be engaged?

The second area relates to ‘presumptions about patient aspirations’. PwCCCs are often unintentionally marginalized by pro-active efforts within many health system initiatives to engage, educate and empower patients to improve their capacities to more actively participate in care delivery processes [53]. The premise of many of these initiatives is that all patients aspire to improve themselves and their health. However, even amongst more literate patients there is evidence that this aspiration is far from universal [54,55]. The result is that either the patients do not engage, or if they do, they acquire less benefit over time from participation because initiatives are designed, structured, and delivered with underlying presumptions about their aspirations [56]. The challenge for designers is to reflect on, not just how and to what extent their approaches engage and empower, but beyond that how their approaches actively seek out the disenfranchised and learn how to co-produce approaches that overcome or mitigate existing inhibitor factors and contribute directly to reducing health inequities.

The third area relates to ‘presumptions about patient-centeredness’. Almost all contemporary efforts involving patients, pay lip-service to being ‘patient-centred’ or supporting ‘patient empowerment’. Unfortunately, the terms have become so widely used that it has become difficult to work out what patient-centeredness involves and how it can be achieved [57]. Beyond this, it can be argued that almost all approaches are primarily about ‘redesigning’ patients to fit with the health and e-health system offerings rather than primarily redesigning and tailoring health and e-health service offerings to the needs, capabilities and contexts of patients.

Figure 2 presents a simplified view of the three key dimensions that should be involved in digital health behaviour change initiatives that target marginalized PwCCCs. The level of interaction being supported highlights how and to what extent individuals, health providers, and the health system are supported. At the level of the individual consideration of differences in individual, personal, and social contexts and how these must be recognized and accommodated to ensure that the excluded are enfranchised is key. At the level of the provider consideration of the nature and type of interactions that occur with health and care providers and how these can be enhanced to optimize equity during interaction are key. At the level of the health system consideration of interactions involving health services and technologies must be designed to support all patients and health professionals to be able to easily and seamlessly interact is key. The phases of transformation in PwCCCs capacity to self-manage highlights consideration of the goals of the digital service—How and to what extent does the service facilitate individuals in their interactions with health professionals and the health system to address social inclusion, activation and self-reflection? Simultaneously, these phases should also stimulate thinking about changes that health professionals and the health system may need to make to optimize these co-produced transformations. The design, implementation, and evaluation of new and existing
digital applications, tools, and techniques involves reflection on co-production processes and activities and the criteria used by technology designers to measure their success [58].

**Figure 2.** Considerations for the co-production of digital health behaviour change initiatives.

Table 1 presents the 4E matrix framework model linking levels of interaction (individual; provider; Health System) with domains of transformation (excluded, engaged; empowered; emancipated) by individuals, health professionals and the health systems in terms of capacity to successfully manage complex and chronic conditions of all citizens. At the intersection of these elements are key considerations for the processes deployed to support the design, implementation and evaluation of technologies, applications and services. Fundamental to this matrix model is its advocacy for pro-actively seeking out the marginalised PwCCCs ‘to find him[her] where he[she] is and begin there’. Conceptually this means moving beyond conventional approaches to PwCCCs to widen our focus to social inclusion, activation, and initialisation of self-reflection by combining digitally-assisted methods and tools for the individual, health care providers, and the health system.

To explore the use of the 4E matrix model in more detail it is helpful to return to consider the two ways it is anticipated that the model can be utilized. Firstly, a key set of inter-relationships and techniques exist around finding and activating under-served and/or marginalised individuals to overcome their prevailing social exclusion from conventional technology supported self-management interventions. At a basic level, the question arises as to how should these individuals, who do not want to engage, can be identified and enfranchised? As Table 1 indicates at the individual level finding ways to transition across the gap from social exclusion to engagement requires new approaches. One set of new approaches can operate across the different levels and are illustrative of a way forward e.g., Fun theory, Nudging, and Social determinants of Health (SDOH) methods. The examples included in the table are not exhaustive or systematic, rather they highlight examples of some work that is directly trying to grapple with marginalisation and health inequities that can be adapted to digital health behaviour change interventions. For design purposes, the 4E matrix is presented to assist health and health informatics professionals in their projects to map the intended transitions of PwCCCs and to support them to reflect on how their interventions transform service delivery and the health system as a whole in ways that address health care inequity.

In this way, the 4E matrix may serve for service designers and other health professionals as an inspiration and guide like the Rainbow Model is intended for development of integrated care solutions [59].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levels</th>
<th>Excluded</th>
<th>Engaged</th>
<th>Empowered</th>
<th>Emancipated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Individual</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pro-active responses tailored to the attributes and contexts of DDDs.</td>
<td>Pro-actively supporting increased literacy, self-determination and</td>
<td>Users pro-actively lead choices of behaviour and lifestyle with their</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unattended</td>
<td>(e.g., Participatory Design (PD) Walks; Fun Theory)</td>
<td>empowerment. (e.g., Guided Self-Determination)</td>
<td>chronic conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Provider</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Social interactions co-designed through response to DDDs needs,</td>
<td>Social interactions framed to target empowerment of DDDs (e.g., Behaviour</td>
<td>Interactions are user-led and health professionals become facilitators of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unrecorded</td>
<td>preferences and capabilities (e.g., Nudging)</td>
<td>Change Support System)</td>
<td>individual self-management strategies. (e.g., Wagner, WHO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Health System</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Systems and technologies designed to pro-actively ensure inclusion of</td>
<td>Health services and technology re-designed to pro-actively support DDDs.</td>
<td>Health service and technology innovation led by users facilitated by the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unaware</td>
<td>DDDs. (e.g., SDOH, HIA and CBPR)</td>
<td>(e.g., Picker Institute)</td>
<td>system. (e.g., Von Hippel; Christensen)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The 4E matrix, a framework for the co-production of digital services for PwCCCs.
The examples listed in the Table 1, e.g., Transect Walks or participatory design walks [16] and Fun theories [60,61] are unconventional ways of interacting with the marginalised, socially-disadvantaged PwCCCs that can be deployed for the purposes of first identifying them and their contexts and then for engaging them in co-production of technology supported health behaviour change initiatives. In essence, the aim here is to highlight that individuals who are conventionally marginalised or under-served can be connected with and engaged with if we ‘find them where they are’—this implies going to food banks, supermarkets, schools, charities, sporting events, and using both traditional and social media (e.g., TV, Local newspapers, PokemonGo, Facebook, etc.) in ways that are of interest to them. The example of using ‘fun’ to get people to exercise has already been explored by one of the co-authors of this paper [24,62]. At the provider level techniques like ‘nudging’ [22] are already beginning to be deployed in transforming health care approaches to behaviour change through choice architectures [63,64]. At the health system level there is already a considerable body of knowledge on social determinants of health (SDOH), Health Impact Assessments (HIA), and community-based participatory research (CBPR) with the 4E matrix advocating for further tailoring of the insights from these approaches to ensure enfranchisement of marginalised PwCCCs. Again, one of the co-authors of this paper has been exploring the use of CBPR in the context of the adoption and use of electronic health records amongst marginalised PwCCCs in rural and remote Australia [65].

6. Discussion

The 4E matrix is the result of a multi-disciplinary collaborative research effort to enhance digital health behaviour change initiatives and ensure that they include and support traditionally marginalised PwCCCs. The matrix framework is intended to ensure clarity in the design and structure of digital services as well as in the nature and type of interactions supported with individuals, health professionals, and the health system. The intention of this paper has not been to make a systematic review or give a comprehensive description of all existing approaches, but rather to offer a template that can be used for planning and development of new inclusive digital health behaviour change initiatives.

The 4E matrix also highlights the organisational level at which activities are implemented and helps to raise an awareness of how an implementation at one level may affect the other levels. For example, the introduction of an application by providers may lead to a need for education or support to individuals and may also require a change of the technological infrastructure to support data gathering which can be shared amongst PwCCCs and their formal and informal care givers.

The 4E matrix aligns directly with the recent World Health Organization (WHO) vision [66] with the addition of two new aspects (i) the direct targeting and inclusion of marginalised PwCCCs who are not already in contact with the conventional health care system; and, (ii) an outline of the transitions from exclusion to engagement, empowerment and emancipation as an integrated framework in which all 12 quadrants of the matrix need to be considered when planning new ways to provide integrated people-centred digital health behaviour change services.

The 4E matrix is also a way to understand the readiness and enablement of individuals and how they can best their needs can be met, e.g., through inclusion, activation of literacy, and self-reflection. In this regard, it is acknowledged that considerable work has already been done on instruments that are suitable to aid in identifying where an individual is on this ladder of readiness and enablement. These instruments are grounded in concepts of health behaviour; health literacy and digital health literacy; self-management and coping including: the patient activation measurement Patient Activation Measurement (PAM) [67]; Health education impact Questionnaire (HeiQ) [68]; Health Literacy Questionnaire (HLQ) [69]; and eHealth Literacy Questionnaire (eHLQ) [70]. There is, however, a need to develop an instrument suitable to assess PwCCCs to successfully utilize in a sustained manner digital health behaviour change technologies, applications and/or services.
7. A Demonstration of the Use of the 4E Matrix—The Danish Epital Experience

One example to illustrate how the 4E matrix can enhance contemporary approaches to digital health is provided by an examination of the recently published Epital Care Model (ECM) [71]. The Epital model addresses some of the needs described in the WHO framework for people-centred health-services, i.e., how to empower people, reorganize health services and assist with technologies. However, the ECM requires further modifications to ensure that it identifies and engages marginalised PwCCCs.

For a truly people-centred and inclusive technology supported service provision does need to be designed so that the needs, attributes, and capabilities of the most vulnerable in society are addressed. The 4E matrix framework may help plan the implementation of ECM by serving as a template and checklist to ensure that the marginalised and underserved will be enabled by suitable methods.

Similarly, by examining the ECM at all three levels in the 4E matrix it is possible to clearly define where and when benefits from technological interventions are appropriate and to be clearer exactly how they are anticipated to deliver value. In the original Epital study [71], only a limited number of marginalised PwCCCs were recruited and at the time it was recognised that it was particularly challenging to recruit even these few individuals. Attempts were made to recruit these individuals in the local community, e.g., when they participated in activities or were out shopping in the local mall but the reality of the resulting recruitment was that the pre-existing level of empowerment as measured by the health education impact questionnaire and health literacy was relatively high amongst those included [72]. Thus, in this particular case, the 4E matrix together with tools such as a digitally-assisted version of GSD [46] will ensure that the Epital Care Model (ECM) will be more inclusive. In its present form, the ECM addresses PwCCCs who are already engaged and often who are also empowered. Additionally, the ECM has been developed with focus on coordination and awareness across the individual and provider levels. The 4E matrix can be used to both facilitate a dialogue amongst the providers of technical, as well as health services, on how those excluded can be included by taking some of the examples presented above into consideration. Alternatively it may assist in the design of new solutions to identify and include those marginalised and vulnerable individuals. Once these individuals are engaged, the digital assisted GSD method can help those who are difficult to engage with to better understand their own conditions and help them to develop life skills and commence the journey to becoming more empowered. In the case of the ECM, it is anticipated this will be possible through a collaboration with the Danish GSD developer Professor Zoffmann, who has already established the digitally-assisted GSD at the individual, provider, and health system levels. Already individuals, as part of their consultation, can use this tool, at the provider-level there has developed a training for the health professionals, and the Danish health portal sundhed.dk provides the solution at the Regional and probably soon also at the national level. Neither of these cases followed the 4E scaffold, but as the first author, LK, has been an active partner in the ECM project and has participated in the advisory board of the digital assisted GSD projects, the experiences from these cases have influenced our thinking, and vice versa.

These examples have focused mainly on the vertical integration, but they also demonstrate how a horizontal focus on the individuals progress from excluded to emancipated may help to target the most marginalised PwCCCs.

Integrating a diverse range of approaches will provide a stimulus to improve the whole of the care delivery system by accommodating diversity, facilitating equity and ensuring the integrity and inclusiveness of services delivered. It is anticipated that this will also ensure that future systematic reviews on the impact of digital health interventions on PwCCCs will be able to better differentiate impacts and effects [73].

8. Conclusions

This paper has argued that PwCCCs living in communities that are at risk of being under-served or marginalised in health service provision require special attention by health professionals and health
informatics specialists. The paper has presented a step-by-step process to identify these individuals and to work with them to co-produce mechanisms to engage, empower, and ultimately emancipate them to become activated in living with their conditions and in their interactions with the health system and community.

This step-by-step process focuses on key issues related to the design and role of digital services in mitigating the effects of the health service inequity and avoiding the creation of an e-health divide amongst users when advocating digital health behaviour change initiatives. The 4E framework matrix aims to provide a conceptual scaffold across three inter-related levels of the individual; the provider; and, the health and care system. The matrix framework supports examination of, and reflection on, the design and role of digital technologies in conjunction with pre-existing motivational instruments.

The framework has been populated with examples from practice and it is anticipated that subsequently the framework will support others to map their approaches and practices to further enrich it and stimulate co-production of activities supported by technology to enhance people-centred health services for the marginalised.

It is anticipated that the framework matrix will support enhanced understanding and visualisation of the connections between planned interventions and the activities, applications, and tools that will facilitate their realisation in practice. Simultaneously the framework provides an approach to characterise the readiness level of the target groups of individuals and act as a stimulus for thinking about how technological approaches enhance current and new ways of delivering equitable health services for all those living with complex chronic conditions.
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